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Summary rating rationale
On 15 June we affirmed the Ba3 Corporate Family Rating (CFR) of Arrow Global Group PLC
(Arrow) and the Ba3 senior secured debt rating assigned to the senior secured notes issued
by Arrow Global Finance plc, a wholly owned subsidiary of Arrow. The outlook on both issuers
remains negative.
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Our 15 June rating action on seven EMEA debt purchasers reflects our view that debt
purchasing companies will be particularly affected by the deteriorating economic conditions
stemming from the coronavirus crisis. In our view, measures taken by countries to
limit the spread of the virus, including courts closures and suspension of bailiffs, social
distancing measures, combined with households' diminished ability to repay their debts, will
meaningfully reduce debt purchasers' near-term cash collections. While we believe that the
disruption in debt purchasers' business activities will be temporary in nature and that a large
proportion of previously forecasted collections will be deferred, rather than lost, the decline
in collections will result in reduced near-term profitability, driven by impairment charges and
lower revenues from portfolio investments. Lower income will result in increased leverage
and reduced ability to service debt. We regard the coronavirus outbreak as a social risk under
our ESG framework, given the substantial implications for public health and safety. Our 15
June action on debt purchasers reflects the breadth and severity of the shock, and the impact
on credit quality it has triggered for the sector.
Arrow's Ba3 CFR reflects: (i) solid profitability and interest coverage, underpinned by its
diversified business model, which comprises, in addition to its direct investment business, a
capital-light, fee-based asset management and service business; (ii) no debt maturities until
2024, but debt maturity concentrations in future years; and (iii) weak capitalisation, with a
tangible common equity deficit.
Arrow has moderate exposure to the countries particularly affected by the coronavirus,
including Italy. Most of Arrow's collections in Italy are secured and are therefore more
likely to be disrupted by court closures, but also more likely to be deferred, rather than
lost entirely. We expect that there will be no material deterioration in Arrow's credit
fundamentals as a result of the coronavirus outbreak, and that a moderate increase in the
company's leverage in 2020 will be temporary in nature.
Arrow's senior secured debt ratings reflect the application of Moody's LGD for SpeculativeGrade Companies methodology and their priorities of claims and asset coverage in the
company's liability structure. Following the increase of Arrow's revolving credit facility in
late 2018, the modeled rating outcome is one notch below the CFR. We believe that the
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company will reduce its reliance on the credit facility as it scales down its direct investment business in favor of expanding its fund
management business.
Exhibit 1

Gross debt to EBITDA and 120-month estimated remaining collection (ERC)
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Source: Moody's Investors Service and issuer financials

Credit strengths
» Solid profitability and interest coverage
» Increasing business mix diversification, further benefitting from the launch of the fund management business
» No term debt maturities until 2024

Credit challenges
» Expected near-term deterioration in profitability, leverage and cash flows, given moderate exposure to countries particularly
affected by the coronavirus crisis
» Weak capitalisation, with a tangible common equity deficit
» Debt maturity concentrations, despite absence of near-term debt maturities

Rating outlook
The negative outlook reflects the downside risk that our modeled loss given default rate for Arrow's senior secured debt, as assessed
under our LGD model, will not improve sufficiently over the next 12-18 months, which would be a result of the company not reducing
its use of the credit facility. At the same time, the outlook also incorporates our view that Arrow's financial performance and hence its
CFR will remain in line with its current rating positioning over the next 12-18 months.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade
Arrow's CFR could be upgraded if Arrow increases diversification and stability of its earnings from deployment of capital from its
fund management business, for which it completed an inaugural capital raise in December 2019, while reducing its reliance on direct
investment business, leading to subsequent de-leveraging. An upgrade of the CFR would likely lead to a corresponding change in
This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Arrow's senior secured debt ratings. The senior secured debt ratings could also be upgraded because of changes to the liability structure
that would increase the amount of debt considered junior to the notes.

Factors that could lead to a downgrade
Arrow's CFR could be downgraded if the company's collection performance proves to be weaker than expected, leading to an increase
in leverage and deterioration in cash flows. A downgrade of the CFR would likely lead to a corresponding change in Arrow's senior
secured debt ratings. Because the modelled loss given default rate for Arrow already implies a lower senior secured rating, the senior
secured debt ratings could be downgraded in case of limited positive changes or adverse changes to the liability structure that do not
sufficiently reduce expected loss for senior secured creditors.

Key indicators
Exhibit 2

Arrow Global Group PLC (Consolidated Financials) [1]
Total managed assets (GBP Million)
Total managed assets (USD Million)
EBITDA (Finance)
Net Income / Average Managed Assets (%)
EBITDA / Interest Expense + Preferred Dividends
Tangible Common Equity (Finance) / Tangible Managed Assets (%)
Debt / EBITDA (Finance)
Debt Maturities Coverage (%)
FFO to Debt (%)

12-192

12-182

12-172

12-162

1,668.6
2,210.5
416.9
2.3
6.0x
-7.9
3.8x
10303.2
4.4

1,617.5
2,060.1
390.7
2.1
5.9x
-8.8
4.1x
5003.0
6.6

1,278.9
1,730.1
295.3
3.4
5.1x
-0.1
4.2x
7330.1
7.4

1,055.1
1,303.7
287.0
2.8
4.3x
0.1
3.7x
1676.2
7.9

12-152 CAGR/Avg.3

777.2
1,145.5
123.7
4.7
2.2x
6.9
6.6x
13.6
26.8

21.04
17.94
35.54
3.15
4.7x5
-2.05
4.5x5
4865.25
10.65

[1]All figures and ratios are adjusted using Moody's standard adjustments. [2]IFRS [3]May include rounding differences because of the scale of reported amounts. [4]Compound annual
growth rate (%) based on the periods for the latest accounting regime. [5]Simple average of periods for the latest accounting regime.
Sources: Moody's Investors Service and company filings

Profile
With £2 billion of cumulative 120-month estimated remaining collections (ERCs), as of 31 March 2020, Arrow is a leading European
investor and asset manager in non-performing and non-core assets.
Arrow has built a diversified business model, operating through two business lines: (i) investment business, where it acquires debt
portfolios; and (ii) asset management and servicing business, where it services debt portfolios owned by third parties and therefore
does not assume capital risk. In December 2019, Arrow announced the launch of its pan-European NPL Fund, further capitalising
on its strategy of transitioning towards a more capital-light business model. In December 2019, the fund raised €838.0 million of
capital commitments, including €628.5 million of commitments from external parties. In the first quarter of 2020, the fund raised an
additional €356 million of committed capital, bringing the total amount of capital to €1.2 billion, of which approximately €900 million
was from third-party investors. Arrow targets to increase the amount of funds under management to €2.0 billion by year-end 2020.
In recent years, Arrow has increased its geographical and asset class diversification: it now operates in five countries (see Exhibit 3):
United Kingdom (34%), Portugal (30%), Italy (20%), Ireland, Netherlands (15%), and Ireland (2%), based on 84-month estimated
remaining collections (ERCs) across secured and unsecured asset classes (see Exhibit 4). Approximately 40% of Arrow's ERCs are
derived from secured portfolios, mainly in Italy and Portugal. The unsecured ERCs are primarily sourced from the UK, Netherlands,
and Portugal. Automated collections represent about 46% of the company's total collections and 80% of the collections in UK and
Netherlands.
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Exhibit 3

Exhibit 4

Arrow has a geographically diversified business mix

Arrow has increased its asset classes diversification

Q1 2020 84-month ERC split by geography

Q1 2020 84-month ERC by asset class
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Source: Issuers financials
Source: Issuers financials

Detailed rating considerations
Profitability: Expected near-term deterioration in profitability metrics due to the coronavirus crisis; continued shift to feebased businesses will reduce earnings volatility
We assign a Baa3 score to Arrow's profitability, one notch below the initial score of Baa2. The assigned score reflects the company’s
solid historical profitability metrics and continued shift to fee-based revenues, which will result in reduced earnings volatility in the long
term. The assigned score also reflects the expected decline in profitability due to the coronavirus crisis. Generally, we view profitability
as a ratings strength for debt purchasers; however, during an economic downturn, such as the one presently being experienced, we
expect their earnings to exhibit high earnings volatility due to delays in the timing of collections or a reduction in the amount of the
estimated remaining collections (ERCs), particularly from unsecured debts.
Similar to most other rated debt purchasers, Arrow reported a slowdown in its collections in March and April in 2020, as a result of
the coronavirus crisis. Arrow has moderate exposure to the countries particularly affected by the coronavirus, including Italy. Most of
Arrow's collections in Italy (20% of the 84-month ERCs) and Portugal (30% of the 84-month ERCs) are secured and are therefore more
likely to be disrupted by court closures, but are also more likely to be deferred, rather than lost entirely. In the first quarter of 2020,
total collections slowed down to 92% of the previously projected ERCs, largely driven by delays from two large secured assets in Italy
and Ireland. In April, core collections dropped further, to 75% of the projected ERCs, but total collections held up at 93%, benefitting
from the restructuring of one of the company's co-investment portfolios.
We expect that moderate weakening in Arrow's profitability in 2020, as a result of the coronavirus crisis, will be temporary. The
reduction in collections will lead to reduced near-term profitability, driven by impairment charges and lower revenues from portfolio
investments. Lower income will result in reduced ability to service debt. Unlike some of its rated peers, Arrow has not taken an
impairment charge in connection with the slowdown in collections due the coronavirus crisis. However, we believe Arrow could record
an impairment charge in the second quarter of 2020, given that the company withdrew its 2020 guidance when it released its first
quarter 2020 results, citing continued economic and operational uncertainty. Instead, Arrow elected to wait for the economic forecasts
to stabilise and to provide a revised guidance for the year at the end of August 2020.
Barring a slower economic recovery, we expect Arrow's profitability metrics to improve in 2021 due to collections of previously deferred
cash flows. Arrow's future profitability should also be aided by cash flows from the new portfolio investments, although we do not
expect the investment activity to return until late 2020 at the earliest. Arrow has substantial amounts of liquidity and committed
capital to take advantage of future investment opportunities when debt markets open up.
In the first quarter of 2020, Arrow's income from portfolio investments at amortised cost improved by 1.1% on a year-over-year basis,
to £45.3 million, and income from its asset management and servicing (AMS) business increased by 2.7%, to £23.6 million. Total
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revenues in the first quarter of 2020 had a lower amount of the impairment gains, of £3.8 million, as compared to £12.2 million in
the same period last year. The year-over-year decrease in the impairment gains was the main driver of the decline in earnings, which
amounted to £6.9 million in the first quarter of 2020, (1.6% annualised return on averaged assets), down from £11.4 million in the first
quarter of 2019 (2.9% annualised return on averaged assets).
In 2019, Arrow generated £37.3 million of earnings, translating into an average return on assets of 2.3%, compared to £30.0 million
of earnings (2.1% of after-tax return) in 2018; normalised for the debt repurchase charge, the 2018 after-tax return would be
approximately 3%. The 2018 earnings were boosted by a positive revaluation of the portfolio, driven by the company initiative to
improve cash collections from non-paying accounts.
In 2019, AMS business, which focuses on managing debt portfolios on behalf of the company and external servicers, accounted for 36%
of Arrow's total revenues (including AMS internal revenues). With the launch of the fund management business, Arrow's plans to shift
the proportion of fee-based business to approximately 50% of total revenues, while reducing reliance on more capital-intensive direct
investments. We view this change in business mix favorably because servicing and asset management business (i) ensures more stable
revenues and cash flow; (ii) is less capital intensive, which reduces reliance on debt funding; and (iii) provides a way to strengthen client
and supplier relationships.
Exhibit 5

Arrow has increased its proportion of revenue stemming from asset management in recent years
Arrow's external revenue breakdown by activity
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Source: Issuer financials

Exhibit 6

Arrow has a strong interest coverage
Arrow Adjusted EBITDA/Interest Expense
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Source: Moody's Investors Service and issuer financials
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Capital adequacy and leverage: anticipated increase in leverage due to low EBITDA, driven by a drop in collections; weak
capitalisation with a tangible equity deficit
We assign a B2 weighted average capital adequacy and leverage score to Arrow, one notch below the historical score, to reflect the
anticipated increase in leverage due to the expected decline in EBITDA, driven by lower collections as a result of the coronavirus crisis.
The assigned score also reflects Arrow's weak capitalisation, with a tangible common equity deficit.
As of 31 March 2020, Arrow’s Debt to last-twelve-month EBITDA leverage ratio was approximately 4x. Assuming no further
deterioration in collections relative to the reported levels for March and April 2020, we believe that Arrow's EBITDA could increase to
approximately 5x by year-end 2020. The increase in the ratio will be mainly driven by lower EBITDA due to the drop in collections, and
to a lesser extent, an increase in debt outstanding, given that Arrow has fully drawn down on its credit facilities in order to enhance its
liquidity position during the crisis. The potential increase, which we assume will be temporary, will be within our tolerance levels for the
currently assigned corporate family rating of Ba3.
Barring a slower economic recovery, we expect Arrow's EBITDA to improve to the pre-coronavirus levels in the first half of 2021, driven
by collections of previously deferred cash flows, particularly from its secured portfolio in Italy and Portugal. In Arrow’s unsecured
portfolios in the Northern Europe, including the UK, over 80% of ERCs are automated, which should aid stability of cash flows during
the disruption caused by the coronavirus.
As Arrow continues to grow the proportion of its capital-light AMS business through the launch of the fund management business, its
reliance on direct investments will decline. We believe that the company will reduce its reliance on the credit facility as it scales down
its direct investment business, leading to an overall decrease in leverage.
Similar to most rated peers, Arrow has weak capitalisation, with a tangible common equity deficit, reflecting the consolidation wave
that has taken place over the past few years, which has added large amounts of goodwill to debt purchasers' balance sheets. In our
view, the effective protection against default is primarily reflected through debt purchasers' capacity to generate cash flows; however,
having a high level of loss absorbing capital would benefit creditors in the unlikely event of default.
As of 31 March 2020, Arrow’s tangible capitalisation, calculated as tangible common equity (TCE) to total tangible assets, was -7.3%.
Arrow's solid profitability would allow it to meaningfully narrow the deficit through earnings generation, assuming no substantial
dividend distributions; however, given the current operating environment, a capital re-build will take longer, as the anticipated sharp
drop in collections will likely reduce the company's earnings. In 2019, Arrow revised its dividend policy, raising the targeted payout to
35% of earnings, from 25%-35% in prior years. In April 2020, the company announced that it intends to withdraw its recommended
final 2019 dividend in the amount of £15 million, in light of the coronavirus crisis.
Exhibit 7

Arrow's leverage has improvedArrow Gross Debt/Adjusted EBITDA
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Source: Moody's Investors Service and issuer financials
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Exhibit 8

Arrow has a tangible common equity deficit, similar to most rated peers
Arrow Tangible Common Equity/Tangible Managed Assets
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Source: Moody's Investors Service and issuer financials

Cash flow and liquidity: No immediate refinancing risk given no near-term debt maturities, but also limited debt laddering
and modest cash flow generation
We assign a B2 weighted average cash flow and liquidity score to Arrow, three notches below the historical score, to reflect absence of
debt maturities until 2024, but also limited debt laddering and relatively modest cash flow generation.
In light of the coronavirus crisis, Arrow has drawn down on its £285 million revolving credit facility (RCF), which matures in 2024. In
addition, Arrow has a £100 million non-recourse committed asset backed securitisation facility, which was also fully drawn as of April
2020. The facility has an advance rate of 55% of 84-month ERCs and has a five-year term, with an initial two-year revolving period,
expiring in April 2021, followed by a three-year amortising period. The facility can be extended by one year, subject to lender consent.
Following management actions to enhance the liquidity position during the crisis, the company's cash on hand amounted to almost
£150 million.
Given the amount of available liquidity, as well as the level of committed capital, we believe that Arrow will be well-positioned to take
advantage of investment opportunities that will arise from the current economic downturn. Based on Moody's current macroeconomic
forecasts, we expect that portfolio purchases will resume in late 2020, as debt sale markets open up, driven by the anticipated
economic recovery.
Arrow's RCF facility has a leverage covenant, measured as secured net debt to adjusted EBITDA. The leverage ratio, as defined by the
credit agreement, increased to 3.8x at 31 March 2020 from 3.4x at year-end 2019, but remains below the covenant level of 4.4x.
Arrow does not have any term debt maturities until 2024, when its £320 million senior secured notes come due. The company also has
€400 million of senior secured notes maturing in 2025 and €285 million senior secured notes maturing in 2026.
We expect Arrow's cash flows to weaken in 2020, driven by the anticipated drop in collections. To lessen the impact of the expected
decline in collections on its cash flows, Arrow has cancelled its non-essential operating expenditures. In addition, the company could
improve its Funds from Operations (FFO) / Debt ratio by reducing its outstanding debt through the repayment of borrowings under its
credit facilities from cash collections from the portfolio.
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Exhibit 9

Arrow has no material upcoming debt maturities over the next five years
Arrow's maturity profile as of 31 March 2020
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Source: Issuer financials

Operating environment
We assign a Ba2 score to Arrow’s operating environment, based wholly on the industry risk of European debt purchasers. The macro
level indicator does not have any weighting in the scorecard since this score is higher than the industry risk score for all countries Arrow
operates in.
The operating environment score has no impact on Arrow’s financial profile and results in a Ba3 adjusted financial profile.
Macro level indicator
We use Arrow's 84-month ERC to determine the split when assigning the macro-level indicators. As of 31 March 2020, the portfolios
were split between the United Kingdom (34%; macro-level indicator of Aa3), Portugal (30%, A2), Italy (20%, A3), Netherlands (15%,
Aa1), and Ireland (2%, Aa3).
Industry risk
We assign a Ba industry risk score for most European debt purchasers. Barriers to entry in the European debt purchasing space are
moderately high. Accurately pricing unsecured non-performing loan (NPL) portfolios requires access to large amounts of data, which
acts as a barrier to entry for potential new competitors.
Cyclicality is somewhat elevated. In a downturn scenario, such as is being experienced due to the coronavirus outbreak, we expect that
cash flows will decline, because of lower collection volumes, and that the companies will see revaluation losses owing to time value of
money, as collection curves shift into the future.
Debt purchasers offer a niche product, but with relatively low risk of obsolescence. However, the track-record of the debt purchasing
industry varies by market, with decades of history in Northern and Western European markets, such as the Nordics and the United
Kingdom, while certain Eastern European and Southeastern European markets, such as Romania and Greece, have only started seeing
material volumes of debt sales recently. For Arrow, the result of the weighted average industry risk score is Ba.
Business profile and financial policy
We make no qualitative adjustments to Arrow's adjusted financial profile for business profile and financial policy.
Environmental, social and governance considerations
In line with our general view for the finance companies sector, Arrow has a low exposure to Environmental risks, see our Environmental
risk heat map for further information.
In terms of social considerations, we view Arrow as moderately exposed. We expect a moderate impact on the company's business
by the coronavirus crisis, which we view as social risk under Moody's ESG framework, given its substantial implications for public
health and safety. Similar to other debt purchasers, customer relations represent important social considerations to Arrow, given that
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institutions that sell both performing and non-performing debt can be highly regulated (e.g. banks) and rely on the companies' handling
of customer data and privacy. Changes to regulatory rules and legal practices within a market could also affect the recovery processes
and collection curves. Please refer to our Social heatmap for further information.
Governance is highly relevant for Arrow, as it is to all participants in the finance company sector. Corporate governance weaknesses
can lead to a deterioration in a company’s credit quality, while governance strengths can benefit its credit profile. Given that Arrow is
a publicly listed company, with its governance structure overseen by the board via a board risk committee, with further oversight from
the executive risk committee and country risk committees, we view its Governance risk as relatively low compared to privately owned
entities, which could have key man risks and misalignment of interests among key stakeholders. While we do not have any particular
concern around Arrow’s corporate governance practices, corporate governance remains a key credit consideration and requires ongoing
monitoring, as is the case for all financial institutions.
Notching considerations
Arrow's senior secured debt ratings reflects the application of our LGD model and the priorities of claims and asset coverage in the
company's capital structure.
The modeled rating outcome for senior secured debt, given Arrow's current capital structure, is one notch below the CFR. However, as a
result of the launch of the fund management business, we expect that Arrow's direct investments will slow over the next 12-18 months
as it shifts to a more fee-based model, reducing its reliance on borrowings under the credit facility.
About Moody's scorecard
Our scorecard is designed to capture, express and explain in summary form our rating committee’s judgment. When read in
conjunction with our research, a fulsome presentation of our judgment is expressed. As a result, the output of our scorecard
may materially differ from that suggested by raw data alone (though it has been calibrated to avoid the frequent need for strong
divergence). The scorecard output and the individual scores are discussed in rating committees and may be adjusted up or down to
reflect conditions specific to each rated entity.
Overall, the scorecard calculated standalone assessment range for Arrow is ba2 – b1. The company’s assigned ba3 standalone
assessment is in the middle of the range.
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Rating methodology and Scorecard factors
The principal methodology used in rating Arrow was Finance Companies published in November 2019. Arrow's assigned corporate
family rating of Ba3 is consistent with Moody’s finance company scorecard’s estimated standalone credit assessment.
Exhibit 10

Arrow Global Group PLC
Arrow Global Group PLC
Financial Profile

Profitability
Net Income / Average Managed Assets (%)
EBITDA / (Interest Expense & Preferred
Dividends) (x)
Weighted Average Profitability Score
Capital Adequacy and Leverage
Tangible Common Equity / Tangible
Managed Assets (%)
Debt / EBITDA (x)
Weighted Average Capital Adequacy and
Leverage Score
Cash Flow and Liquidity
Debt Maturities Coverage (%)
FFO / Total Debt (%)
Weighted Average Cash Flow and
Liquidity Score
Financial Profile Score

Factor Weights

Historic Ratio

Initial Score

Assigned Score

Key driver #1

10%
20%

2.27%
5.65x

Baa1
Baa2

Baa2
Baa3

Expected trend
Expected trend

Baa2

Baa3

10%

-7.32%

Caa3

Caa3

25%

4.03x

Ba2
B1

Ba3
B2

Expected trend

10%

10303.17%

Aaa

Ba1

Other
adjustments

25%

4.39%

Caa1
Ba2

Caa1
B2

Ba2

Ba3

100%

Key driver #2

Operating Environment

Home Country
Macro Level Indicator
Economic Strength
Institutions and Governance Strength
Susceptibility to Event Risk
Industry Risk
Home Country Operating Environment Score
Operating Environment Score

Factor Weights

Sub-factor Score

0%
25%
50%
25%
100%

a1
a1
a

Business Profile and Financial Policy

Business Diversification, Concentration and
Franchise Positioning
Opacity and Complexity
Corporate Behavior / Risk Management
Liquidity Management
Total Business Profile and Financial Policy
Adjustments

Aa3

Ba
Ba2

Factor Weights

Score

0%

Ba2

ADJUSTED FINANCIAL PROFILE

Adjusted Financial Profile Score
Financial Profile Weight
Operating Environment Weight

Score

Comment

Score

Ba3
100%
0%
Adjustment

Comment

0
0
0
0
Ba3
Comment

Sovereign or parent constraint
Standalone Assessment Scorecardindicated Range
Assigned Standalone Assessment

Aa3
ba2 - b1
ba3

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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Ratings
Exhibit 11

Category
ARROW GLOBAL GROUP PLC

Outlook
Corporate Family Rating

Moody's Rating

Negative
Ba3

ARROW GLOBAL FINANCE PLC

Outlook
Bkd Senior Secured

Negative
Ba3

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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